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Status
Open

Subject
Can't assign subcategories

Version
11.x
12.x

Category
Error
Regression

Feature
Category

Resolution status
New

Submitted by
alain_desilets

Lastmod by
alain_desilets

Rating
(0)

Description
I have a category structure with several levels.

But if I create a new wiki page and click on the Categories tab, I only see the first level categories.
And there is no way to open them up to assign a subcategories. So in effect, you can only assign a
Level 1 category to a wiki page.

Note that I CAN view the > level 1 categories in the Admin > Categories. I just can't assign any of
them to a wiki page.

Note that I am using the Workspace UI feature which does some stuff with namespace of categories.
Maybe that's the issue?

BTW: I upgraded this site to 12x, and it still exhibits the bug:

http://alpacatechnologies.com/

So It seems the bug is in 12.x also.

Dec 23, 2013

I tried to reproduce the bug on show, but am not able to.

And even on my site alpacatechnologies.com, it seems the bug only occurs when I am using the
Darkroom theme (but on show, it works even with when using Darkroom).

I'll keep investigating.

https://dev.tiki.org/item5073-Can-t-assign-subcategories
http://alpacatechnologies.com/
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Importance
7

Priority
35

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
Please demonstrate your bug on show2.tiki.org
Version:  Create show2.tiki.org instancetrunk ▼

Demonstrate Bug (older Tiki versions)
This bug has been demonstrated on show.tikiwiki.org

Ticket ID
5073

Created
Sunday 22 December, 2013 12:07:37 GMT-0000
by alain_desilets

LastModif
Monday 23 December, 2013 13:20:06 GMT-0000

Comments

Attachments

 filename created hits comment version filetype  

No attachments for this item

The original document is available at https://dev.tiki.org/item5073-Can-t-assign-subcategories
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